PRATIKA 55 SMART
AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MACHINE  LSEALING  INTEGRATED TUNNEL

DESCRIPTION
The new version of the shrink wrap machine Pratika 55 Smart comes from a constant attention to the
needs of the market, with the aim of proposing a technologically advanced product, but flexible and
extremely compact. The included tunnel, revolutionary in the world of automatic machines, meets the space
requirements, but above all reduces labour costs to a minimum, thanks to the patented option “come back”
to a single operator.
Enhanced with strong technological, mechanical and electronic contents, the new Pratika 55 Smart
represents a perfect synthesis of reliability, versatility and safety, by which the way of conceiving the shrink
wrap machine with compact automatic operation evolves one more time.
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extremely compact. The included tunnel, revolutionary in the world of automatic machines, meets the space
requirements, but above all reduces labour costs to a minimum, thanks to the patented option “come back”
to a single operator.
Enhanced with strong technological, mechanical and electronic contents, the new Pratika 55 Smart
represents a perfect synthesis of reliability, versatility and safety, by which the way of conceiving the shrink
wrap machine with compact automatic operation evolves one more time.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Power supply

220V 50/60Hz 3Ph
400V 3Ph + N

Max installed power
(including tunnel)

8,5 kW (220 V)
9 kW (400 V)

Maximum current

22 A (220V)
15 A (400V)

Hourly production

01200 p/h

Max product dimensions

400x420x120 mm

Max reel dimensions (Ø x
length)

Ø250x600 mm

Worktop height

870 mm
(infeed belt h.)

Machine dimensions
(guards closed)

2445x2175x1625 mm

Machine dimensions
(guards open)

2445x1160x1625 mm

Usable film

Polyolefin 938 micron

Machine weight

710/ 845 kg
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